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Regional Climate and Water
Can alterations in small scale surface and subsurface 
processes impact atmospheric properties, 
in particular precipitation characteristics? 
Objective
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Regional Climate and Water
How does land-use change affect the 
long-term atmospheric water budget of a region?
Fast land-use change (China)
Feedback Analysis
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Fully integrated compartment crossing approach
WRF-NDHMS
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2) One way coupled
NDHMS Modes
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3) Two way coupled
WRF-NDHMS
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Regional Climate and Water
WRF/NDHMS
High Resolution Joint Atmospheric-Terrestrial
Water Balance Estimations in a Prealpine
Environment
(Diploma Thesis by Thomas Rummler, 2011)
TERENO Pre-Alpine (Ammer)
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Joint water and energy flux observations, e.g. Rott (Ammer catchment)
WRF-NDHMS Ammer
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Regional Climate and Water
WRF domain and Ammer catchment
WRF Configuration
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Regional Climate and Water
Discretization 3 WRF domains
     D01: dx= 15km
     D02: dx= 5km
     D03: dx= 1km
     44 vertical layers
     
Routing subgrid 
     dx=100m
Global driving
     ERA-INTERIM
Period
     Jun-Aug 2005
     August flooding
     (20.-23.8.2005)
WRF Land Use
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Regional Climate and Water
Harmonized world soil database, 1km (FAO)
Refined with local data
Results
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T2 1-way T2 2-way
Results
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Regional Climate and Water
Soil water content
General patterns remain but additional
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Regional Climate and Water
Compartment crossing model system, feedback effects,
sub-grid scale 
Enhanced validation possibilities (satellite, ground based)
     - Energy
     - Soil moisture
     - Discharge
Different response for one-way and two-way coupled versions
Indication that enabling of lateral transport impacts 
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Regional Climate and Water
Compartment crossing model system, feedback effects,
sub-grid scale 
Enhanced validation possibilities (satellite, ground based)
     - Energy
     - Soil moisture
     - Discharge
Different response for one-way and two-way coupled versions
Indication that enabling of lateral transport impacts 
atmospheric properties  
WRF/NDHMS
Are the differences significant or chaotic?
Summary and Outlook
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Regional Climate and Water
Energy fluxes, comparison with GEOTOP study (Ammer)
Enhancement of base flow / groundwater 
Inclusion of vegetation parametrization models
Application e.g. for TERENO Bode catchment  
WRF/NDHMS
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Regional Climate and Water
Integrated Land Ecosystem-Atmosphere Processes Study
Abstract Deadline  15 April 2011
Thanks
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Regional Climate and Water
WRF-ARW Setup
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WRF 3.1.1
forcing: ECMWF ERA-Interim (6 hourly)
3 one-way nesting configuration
Horizontal grid resolution: 15 - 5 - 1 km
Routing horizontal grid resolution: 100m
44 vertical levels (smaller spacing at lower boundary)
Model top: 10 hPa
Fixed time step: 48 - 12 - 3 s
Microphysics scheme: RUN1: WSM6 RUN2: Thompson
Shortwave radiation scheme: Dudhia scheme
Longwave radiation scheme: RRTM scheme
PBL parametrization: Yonsei University scheme
Cumulus parametrization:  Kain-Fritsch scheme for domain 1 and 2 only
Surface Layer: Noah LSM + NDHMS
NDHMS: 8 soil layers (2m)
WRF: 4 soil layers (2m)
Custom soil dataset for domain 3
Changes to NDHMS parameter files:
GWBUCKPARM.TBL (groundwater bucket parametrization)
VEGPARM.TBL (surface roughness length)
CHANPARM.TBL (Mannings roughness parameter)
Surface Overland Flow
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Regional Climate and Water
Subsurface Routing
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Regional Climate and Water
Subgrid
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Forcing Data
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